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Definitions, Abbreviations and Acronyms 
 

ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 

Abbreviation Meaning 

AT 
Authority Table produced maintained by the Publications Office Metadata 
Registry team 

FRBR Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records 

EP European Parliament 

EU European Union 

IMFC The Interinstitutional Metadata and Formats Committee (IMFC) is responsible 
for the harmonisation and standardisation of metadata and formats to 
facilitatinge the information exchanges between and amongst the institutions 
and bodies at European level. 

IMMC IMMC refers to an interinstitutional communication protocol that is used for the 
purpose of documents exchange (takes its name from the previous 
Interinstitutional Metadata Management Committee). 

LV Linguistic Version 

PDF Portable Document Format 

PRELEG Prelegislative procedure which encompasses all interventions by the institutions 

& bodies involved in the decision‑making process. This procedure follows the life 

cycle of a legislative proposal from the moment it is launched until the final  law is 
adopted.  

OJ Official Journal 

OP Publications Office 

XML EXtensible Markup Language 
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Reference Documents 

 

This section contains the list of all references to applicable documents. When referring to any of the 

documents below, the bracketed reference will be used in the text, e.g. [R01]. 

 

REFERENCE DOCUMENTS 

Ref. Title Reference Version Date 

R01 Legal basis within inter-

institutional procedures 

and  

IMMC transmission: 

Clarification and room for 

improvement 

IMMC_legal_basis.pdf 1.0 

 

2016-03-16 

  

 Specifications V2 IMMC ?     

http://publications.europa.eu/mdr/core-metadata/IMMC_legal_basis.pdf
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1.  Introduction 

1.1  Purpose of the Document 
 
The purpose of this document is to describe the IMMC transmission rules established between 

the European Parliament and the Publications Office of the European Union for the exchange 

of data and metadata to be published on the EUR-LEX website under the legislative 

procedures and in the Official Journal.  

1.2  Scope 
 
The current specifications concern the IMMC transmission to OP of the Text Adopted (TA), 

reports and opinions, which have been elaborated by EP.  

Two context are to be considered:  

- PRELEG: in which only adopted texts, reports and opinions related to inter-institutional 

legislative procedures are considered. By inter-institutional legislative procedures, it is meant 

OLP, APP, NLE, CNS, BUD, DEC. 

- Official Journal: in which only all adopted texts are considered.  

Reports and opinions in the framework of the interinstitutional procedures (OLP, CNS, APP, 

NLE etc.) shall be processed in the scope of the “Preleg” workflow. All TA documents shall be 

processed in the scope of “OJ / Preleg” workflow, includingThe documents elaborated in the 

framework of the internal EP procedures (DEA, RSP, DCI etc.) are excluded for the time being.  

OJ / Preleg Preleg 

Text adopted Reports Opinions 

Type MDR code Type MDR code Type MDR code 

EP Legislative 

resolution 

RES_LEGIS 

(RTY0206) 

Report REPORT 

(RTY0182) 

Opinions OPIN 

(RTY0113) 

EP Resolution 

and the EP non-

legislative 

resolution 

RES (RTY0188) 

 

    

Amendments to 

the proposal 

adopted by EP 

PROP_AMEND 

(RTY0279) 

    

 
 

Notice to the reader NOTICE_READER (RTY0209) 

 

Commented [CDa1]: False assumption! 

Commented [CDa2]: These are sent to only OJ flow. Table has 
to be handled in another way to be correct. 

Commented [CDa3]: pertains to only OJ workflow 
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2.  Versioning 

2.1  Text adopted 
 

EP classifies the text adopted documents in three major versions. These versions are:  

1.  Major version 1 = provisional version 

2.  Major version 2 = definitive version 

3.  Major version 3 = OJ version 

Major version 2 (definitive version), once available and transmitted, has to replace major 

version 1 (provisional version), for which no other mention has to exist on EUR-LEX (PRELEG) 

once the definitive version is available.  

The OJ version is the same as the definitive version in its final status. The definitive version, 

once available and transmitted to OP, will still go through a few revision cycles until it is 

considered final and then this "final definitive" version is the one which will be transmitted for 

publication in the OJ. If in the meanwhile metadata are changed, EP will transmit to us a new 

definitive transmission. These transmissions will be always separate even with a few seconds 

difference.    

Major version 3 (OJ version) will not replace major version 2. Definitive version and OJ version 

will co-exist. On EUR-LEX, in the pre-legislative procedures, one link will target the definitive 

version of the document on the EP’s europarl Register website. The other link will target the 

OJ version of the document within EUR-LEX. 

2.2  Reports and opinions 
 

The report and the opinion(s) shall always be transmitted in their definitive version, as they are 

final before the text adopted is issued, and only in PRELEG workflow.  

 

3.  Transmission rules 
 

Within the IMMC transmission context between EP and OP the following behavior is expected. 

3.1  Creation/update of works  

3.1.1  Preleg 

• EP only transmits to OP publicly available documents for diffusion on EUR-LEX, to be 
displayed under the Legislative procedures tab. 

• EP transmits a separate IMMC package for each major and intermediate version of the 
text adopted containing all LVs (23/24 - Gaelic is produced only on demand). 
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• The package of every text adopted version may contain the report and the opinion(s) in 
their definitive version.    
 

• Intermediate versions (transmissions) may occur when metadata are updated. Even if 
only one metadata element is updated, the new transmission shall contain all the FRBR 
levels (procedure/event/work/expression/manifestation) and metadata in their most recent 
status.  

• For every new EP IMMC transmission, OP, based on the identifier_work element, 
replaces a previously created work and metadata with the new ones. 

• Manifestations (links) shall remain the same even if the text itself has changed. EP will 

provide the relevant link in their sending.  

• OP always receives a link towards the manifestation of a document (if PDF does not exist 

in EP's database, the link points to a DOC file, if no file exists an user-friendly error 

message is displayed to the user on EP’s Register website). 

• OP has to ensure that the links targeting the documents stored in EP's Register website 

are functional. 

• OP is NOT requested to get the files from the EP's website and store them in CELLAR. 

• Only metadata shall be stored in CELLAR.  

3.1.2  OJ 

• EP transmits a separate IMMC package for the definite OJ version containing all LVs 
(23/24 - Gaelic is produced only on demand). 

• The package shall contain only the text adopted work.   
 

•The IMMC OJ packages shall contain the actual content files for each LV in Word format.   
 

• AfterOnce all adopted text packages pertaining a same official journal documents have 
been sent to OP, EP shall transmit an additional IMMC package with the 
"NOTICE_READER" work.  

 

• If laterf a new version of a TA package is needed to should be sent in order to replace 
athe reference manifestation, the filename of the reference_manifestation shouldshall be 
different. 

 

3.2  Deletion of works  
 

•  EP has to send an e-mail to OP-CELLAR-HELPDESK@publications.europa.eu 

requesting either the embargo or the deletion of a work: 

o  embargo: the document will not be searchable anymore but its metadata will 

still be stored in the CELLAR 

o  deletion: it is a complete and entire deletion of the document and its related 

metadata from the CELLAR 

Commented [CDa4]: We provide a link either to the provisional 
or definitive version of the text, and these two links are not the 
same.  

Commented [CDa5]: Word format is the format for 
transmission. It has not to be deleted. 

Commented [CDa6]: what about search engines referencing 
such as Google?  

mailto:OP-CELLAR-HELPDESK@publications.europa.eu
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4.  IMMC package consistency 
 

4.1 Preleg 
 

All Each files, which EP transmits via IMMCrelated to one single work reference of TA, shall 

be wrapped in a zip package which, in the context of the pre-legislative procedure, shall 

contain:  

* 1 IMMC descriptor file in XML format 

It has been agreed that EP transmits only links to documents, which target the actual electronic 

document at the Europarl EP’s Register website.  

4.2 OJ 
 

All files, related to one single work reference of TA,  shall be wrapped in a zip package which 

shall contain:  

* 1 IMMC descriptor file in XML format 

* 23/24 DOC Word format files (one file per LV) 

Exception: NOTICE_READER: the content, has been agreed to be transmitted in the XML 

format, one file per LV + a descriptor file.. 

 

5.  Naming conventions 
 

The naming convention can follow the general naming conventions for the transmission of 

IMMC packages to New CERES: 

• for an IMMC package: <transmission id>_<date_time>_immc.zip 

• for an IMMC descriptor file: <transmission id>_<date_time>_immc.xml 

If <transmission_id> contains already the date_time component it shall not be repeated in the 

filename.  

Examples for Preleg workflow: 

EP-P7-TA-2014-0382-0001_2015-02-19T155448123_immc.zip 

EP-P7-TA-2014-0382-0001_2015-02-19T155448123_immc.xml 

 

6.  ACK/NACK mechanism 
 

For every EP transmission, OP has to establish a response mechanism in order to provide the 

appropriate ACK/NACK information.  

Formatted: English (United Kingdom)

Formatted: French (France)

Commented [CDa7]: it seems like this mechanism does not 
exist for JO... 
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ACK will be transmitted when the transmission was successful and we were able to treat and 

ingest the content.  

NACK shall be sent either when a technical issue was encountered and it was not possible to 

handle the packages at all or when there are metadata errors or other business level issues 

which have to be corrected by EP in order to perform a correct ingestion.  

 

7.  IMMC metadata file consistency 
 

7.1  Preleg 
 

7.1.1  Types of works 

 

Each EP IMMC transmission contains the following three types of works:  

•  Text adopted (1…1 work – will be always present in the IMMC transmission) 

•  Report (0…1 work – may be present in the IMMC transmission. If present it can appear 

only once) 

•  Opinion (0…* works – may be present in the IMMC transmission. If present it can 

appear once or more times) 

7.1.2  Annexes 

 

The main work and its annex(es) are considered to be one work. 

Recent annexes of TAs or their associated TCs (and their annexes) are part of a single PDF 

within the Preleg workflow. Therefore, EP will send only one link to a single document 

containing all TA + TC + Annexes when applicable. 

7.2  OJ 
 

7.2.1  Types of works 

 

Each EP IMMC transmission for the text adopted contains the following type of work1:  

•  Text adopted (1…1 work – always present in the IMMC transmission) 

7.2.2  Annexes 

 

 
1 For the concrete MDR codes cf. 1.2 

Commented [CDa8]: should this § remains? Nothing was ever 
made in that sense and since the agreement it to use eDelivery that 
insures this part, there is no need to keep it.  

Commented [CDa9]: BUD procedure exception to document 
here. 

Commented [CDa10]: BUD procedures to be documented 
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The main work and its annex(es) are considered to be one work. 

EP shall send the main file and hisits annexes (per LV) in the same manifestation_reference. 

For example the TA + TC + Annexes (when applicable) 

Recent annexes of TAs or their associated TCs (and their annexes) are part of a single PDF 

within the OJ workflow. Therefore, EP shall send only one file (per LV) encompassing the 

content of the TA + TC + Annexes (when applicable). 

 

8.  IMMC schema documentation 

8.1  Namespace description 
 

The EP IMMC XML instances will consist of a combination of elements derived from the 

following schemas: 

Component Schema Prefix Namespace 

Core 

metadata 

core_metadata.xsd cm http://publications.europa.eu/resource/core-

metadata 

Core 

metadata 

transmission 

cm_transmission.xsd cmt http://publications.europa.eu/resource/core-

metadata-transmission 

Publication 

request 

publication_request.xsd pbl http://publications.europa.eu/resource/publication-

request 

European 

Parliament 

extensions to 

the Core 

metadata 

ep_cm_extensions.xsd epext urn:eu:ep:extensions 

European 

Parliament 

root element 

ep_transmission.xsd eptrans urn:eu:ep:transmission 

 

Every schema defines its own namespace and prefix. This approach facilitates the 

identification of each element in the instance.  

Example: 
 
cm:procedure_interinstitutional → the element is defined in the core metadata schema  

epext:internal_number → the element is defined in the European parliament's Parliament's 

extension schema 

Commented [MH11]: Lotte suggested to release this constraint 

Commented [CDa12R11]: The sentence in itself means the 
same than the one upper.  
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8.2  Schema validation  
 
All XML instances shall include the schema location and be validated against the schema: 

urn:eu:ep:transmission http://publications.europa.eu/mdr/resource/core-metadata-
schema/{MDR-RELEASE}/ep/ep_transmission.xsd 
 
{MDR-RELEASE} = Specific version published on the MDR website e.g. cm-20170207-0  

 

8.3  Authority tablesTables 
 

The Authority tables Tables are controlled vocabularies of codes and associated labels, with 

possible additional properties (e.g.: mappings, dates, statuses, links, etc.), providing values for 

specific metadata elements. The Authority tables are maintained by EU Vocabularies 

(previously known asthe Metadata Registry2). 

Within the IMMC context and especially for the EP IMMC transmissions, the following tables 

shall be used:  

Component Schema Prefix Namespace 

Corporate 

bodies 
at-corporatebodies.xsd cob 

http://publications.europa.eu/resource/c

orporatebodies/ 

Countries 
at-countries.xsd cou 

http://publications.europa.eu/resource/c

ountries/ 

Directory 

codes 
at-dir-eu-legal-act.xsd deula 

http://publications.europa.eu/resource/a

uthority/dir-eu-legal-act 

Eurovoc 

codes 
at-eurovoc.xsd eurovoc http://eurovoc.europa.eu/ 

Events 
at-events.xsd eve 

http://publications.europa.eu/resource/e

vents/ 

Formats 
at-formats.xsd for 

http://publications.europa.eu/resource/f

ormats/ 

Interinstitutio

nal 

procedures 

at- 

interinstitutionalproced

ures.xsd 

proc 
http://publications.europa.eu/resource/in

terinstitutionalprocedures/ 

 
2 Definition is derived from the "OP Terms List" 

Commented [mp13]: All names need an update! 

Commented [CDa14]: if we consider OJ transmissions, we shall 
refer also to internal procedure table 

http://publications.europa.eu/mdr/resource/core-metadata-schema/cm-20170207-0/ep/ep_transmission.xsd
http://publications.europa.eu/mdr/resource/core-metadata-schema/cm-20170207-0/ep/ep_transmission.xsd
http://publications.europa.eu/mdr/core-metadata-schema/specific_versions_immc2.html
https://publications.europa.eu/en/web/eu-vocabularies/authority-tables
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Languages 
at-languages.xsd lng 

http://publications.europa.eu/resource/la

nguages/ 

Multilingual 

(specific 

language 

combination) 

at-multilingual.xsd mul 
http://publications.europa.eu/resource/

multilingual/ 

Resource 

types 
at-resourcetypes.xsd res 

http://publications.europa.eu/resource/r

esourcetypes/ 

Roles 
at-roles.xsd rol 

http://publications.europa.eu/resource/r

oles/ 

Subject 

matters 
at-subject-matter.xsd suma 

http://publications.europa.eu/resource/a

uthority/subject-matter 

Treaties 
at-treaties.xsd tre 

http://publications.europa.eu/resource/tr

eaties/ 

 

In the following section (8.4 Elements description), it is clearly indicated the AT table (XSD 

format) from which the values have to be chosen for certain elements. 

Example:  

cm:type_event 

values: at-events.xsd 

The element type_event will contain one of the values defined in the events AT and stored in the 
schema (restricted list of values) at -events.xsd.   

 

8.4  Elements description 
 

The following table describes the expected elements for the EP IMMC transmissions:  

Element Description 

OJ and Preleg: elements common to both types of transmissions 

eptrans:ep_transmission_request Root element. 

It shall also contain the prefix and the target 
namespace of the schema in which it is defined 
(ep_transmission.xsd) and of all schemas which 
are imported in the ep_transmission.xsd. 

Example: 

Commented [CDa15]: To be clear and avoid confusion, there is 
a need to have a 8.4.1 common fields 8.4.2 Preleg and  8.4.3 JO.  
The two workflows are independent and shall be treated as such. 
Please review the document in this way. 
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<eptrans:ep_transmission_request  
xmlns:cmt="http://publications.europa.eu/resource/co
re-metadata-transmission" 
xmlns:cm="http://publications.europa.eu/resource/cor
e-metadata" 
xmlns:pbl="http://publications.europa.eu/resource/pu
blication-request" 
xmlns:eptrans="urn:eu:ep:transmission" 
xmlns:epext="urn:eu:ep:extensions" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance" 
xsi:schemaLocation="urn:eu:ep:transmission 
http://publications.europa.eu/mdr/resource/core -
metadata-schema/{MDR-
RELEASE}/ep/ep_transmission.xsd" 
cm:version_schema="cm-20170207-0"> 

 

@version_schema The attribute, even though optionally defined in 
the schema, it is suggested to be used in order to 
indicate the version of the schema against which 
the IMMC descriptor is valid. Its value has to be 
the MDR release (specific version) identifier.   

Example: 

cm:version_schema="cm-20170207-0" 

allowed namespaces xmlns:cmt="http://publications.europa.eu/resource/cor
e-metadata-transmission" 
xmlns:cm="http://publications.europa.eu/resource/cor
e-metadata" 
xmlns:pbl="http://publications.europa.eu/resource/pub
lication-request" 
xmlns:eptrans="urn:eu:ep:transmission" 
xmlns:epext="urn:eu:ep:extensions" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance" 

cmt:transmission 

@id 

EP-P7-TA-2014-0382-0001 

The transmission identifier has to be unique. EP 
will add a sequential number at the end of the 
main identifier, which shall not be considered by 
OP to bear any semantics. 

Example: 

<cmt:transmission id="EP-P7-TA-2014-0382-0001"> 

 

cmt:institution 

values: at-corporatebodies.xsd 

It shall always contain the value "EP". 

Example: 

<cmt:institution>EP</cmt:institution> 

 

cmt:service The name of the service sending the transmission 
is: Edition-DPU 

Example: 

<cmt:service>Edition-DPU</cmt:service> 

 

cmt:context The name of the application sending the 
transmission is: DPUIMMC 

Example: 

<cmt:context>DPUIMMC</cmt:context> 

Formatted: French (France)

Formatted: French (France)
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cmt:date_time Date and time of the transmission adhering to the 
format: YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss.sss. 

Example: 

<cmt:date_time>2015-09-22T17:54:48.123</cmt:date_time> 

 

cmext:comment Any information that the sender would like to 
express concerning the transmission.  

The element is defined as mandatory;  if no 
comment exists then the field should be left 
empty.  

Example: 

<cmt:comment/> 

 

         cmt:workflow  

 

Preleg: elements applicable only to this type of transmission 

 

cmt:work_reference 

@ref 

Every work which is transmitted within a single 
IMMC transmission file shall be referenced 
through its identifier_work under the work 
reference element. Please note that, only the 
works present in the transmission shall be 
referenced.  

Example: 

4 works are transmitted within a single 
transmission, the element will appear 4 times: 
 
<cmt:work_reference ref="P7_TA(2014)0382"/> 
<cmt:work_reference ref="P7_A(2014)0147"/> 
<cmt:work_reference ref="ENVI_AD(2014)521552"/> 
<cmt:work_reference ref="JURI_AL(2014)527960"/> 

 

cm:procedure_interinstitutional Top level element which contains all the 
information pertinent to the interinstitutional 
procedure, the associated event and the 
corresponding work(s). 

cm:identifier_procedure  

     cm:year_procedure 4 digit value to express the year of the 
interinstitutional procedure.  

Example: 

<cm:year_procedure>2013</cm:year_procedure> 

 

     cm:number_procedure The element is defined as a string, yet it has to 
be fil led in according to the following rules:  

the number of the procedure shall be transmitted 
without zero padding left e.g. 141 (not 0141).  

In the event of split procedures the letter shall be 
in uppercase and follow immediately the number 
of the procedure e.g. 141A (not 141 A or 141 a).   
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Example: 

<cm:number_procedure>141</cm:number_procedure> 

 

 cm:event_legal  

             cm:type_event 

             values: at-events.xsd 

EP shall use the following codes as types of 
events within the OLP interinstitutional 
procedure: 

ADP_R1_POS_byEP 

APR_R2_POS_CONSIL_byEP 

RJ_R2_POS_CONSIL_byEP 

AMEND_R2_byEP 

ADP_R3_byEP 

ADP_NO_R3_byEP 

EP is not restricted to use only these codes , 
however. Additional ones present in the events 
AT can be used depending on the type of 
procedure. 

Example: 

<cm:type_event>ADP_R1_POS_byEP</cm:type_event> 

 

             cm:date_event Date of event is the date of the vote. This date is 
always associated to the event and does not 
change. Its value has to be conformant to the 
format: yyyy‐mm‐dd. 

Example: 

<cm:date_event>2014-04-15</cm:date_event> 

 

             cm:agent_event 

             values: at-corporatebodies.xsd  

                or 

             values: at‐countries.xsd 

             @role 

             values: at-roles.xsd 

The only agent at the event level shall be the "EP" 
as responsible institution "RESP_INST".  

Example: 

<cm:agent_event  
role="RESP_INST">EP</cm:agent_event> 

 

    cm:type_interinstitutionalprocedure 

             values: 

             at- interinstitutionalprocedures.xsd 

 

Its value shall indicate the type of the 
interinstitutional procedure e.g. "OLP" for the 
"Ordinary legislative procedure". 

Example: 

<cm:type_interinstitutionalprocedure>OLP</cm:type_i
nterinstitutionalprocedure> 

 

    cm:basis_legal_procedure The element is mandatory and must be filled in 
according to the rules defined in [R01]. 

 
Example: 
 
<cm:basis_legal_procedure> 
     <cm:document_legal>TFEU_2010</cm:document_legal> 
     <cm:article>192</cm:article> 
</cm:basis_legal_procedure> 

Commented [CDa16]: This section has to be updated with 
relevant codes for else procedures + completed with OLP added 
codes.  

Formatted: French (France)
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WORK 1 / TEXT ADOPTED 

               cm:work  

                cm:type_work 

                values: at-resourcetypes.xsd 

 

Its value shall indicate the type of the work 
(document) being transmitted. Cf. 1.2 for the 
concrete values. 

Example: 

<cm:type_work>RES_LEGIS</cm:type_work> 

 

                cm:identifier_work Identifier_work shall be unique per work and 
consistent throughout all transmissions.  It has 
been agreed that the identifier_work of the 
provisional and definitve version shall be the 
same for the text adopted i.e.  P7_TA(2014)0382.  

This strategy shall also ensure that the definitive 
version replaces the provisional one. Also any 
intermediate transmission of a work which bears 
the same identifier shall replace any other 
intermediate version. 

Example: 

<cm:identif ier_work>P7_TA(2014)0382</cm:identifier
_work>  

  

                cm:agent_work 

                values: at-corporatebodies.xsd  

                or 

                values: at‐countries.xsd 

                @role 

                values: at-roles.xsd 

The only agent which has to be transmitted for 
the text adopted is always the European 
Parliament (code "EP"). The role of the agent will 
be "AUT".  

Example: 

<cm:agent_work role="AUT">EP</cm:agent_work> 

 

                cm:date_work Date of adoption of the work in the plenary 
session. Its value has to be conformant to the 
format: yyyy‐mm‐dd. 

Example: 

<cm:date_work>2014-04-16</cm:date_work> 

 

                cm:version_work Will take the values "provisional" or "definitive". 
No other indication for the version will be used for 
the intermediate transmissions.  

The element is defined as a string. The value has 
to be identical with the one in the example.  

Example: 

<cm:version_work>provisional</cm:version_work> 

                            OR  

<cm:version_work>definitive</cm:version_work> 

 

               cm:extension  

                @xsi:type "epext:t_work_extension" 

Extension has to be used at the work level for 
indicating the metadata specific to the EP, which 
are not part of the core metadata.   

 

Field Code Changed

Commented [CDa17]: in PRELEG context, it is sent ADOPT_TXT 
and would come up to RES_LEGIS as definitive only.  
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  epext:internal_number 
Code associated to the work / identifier_work 
decomposition. Mandatory element when the 
extension xsi:type="epext:t_work_extension" is 
used.  
 
It contains 3 sub-elements:  
 
Prefix: Prefix associated to the work identifier 
(after the corresponding parliamentary term in 
case of TA and A). The prefix helps to identify 
what documents types are used by the Par liament 
within the IMMC context. Although, it has been 
decided that the list of codes cannot be restricted 
and the element has been defined as a string, the 
value expected within the EP preleg workflow for 
the Text Adopted is "TA". 
 
Year: corresponds to the year that the document 
has been emitted. 
 
Number: Sequential number associated to the 
identifier of the work. 

Example: 
 
<epext:internal_number> 
  <epext:prefix>TA</epext:prefix> 
  <epext:year>2014</epext:year> 
  <epext:number>0382</epext:number> 
</epext:internal_number> 

 

  epext:parliamentary_term According to rule 145 of EP Rules and 
Procedures which refer to Act of 20 September 
1976 (41976X1008(01)) "parliamentary term shall 
run concurrently with the term of office of 
Members". By Article 3 par 2 the term represents 
a "five-year period [that] shall begin at the 
opening of the first session following each 
election".  

The value of the element shall contain only the 
number of the parliamentary term e.g. 8 (and not 
P8). 

Example: 

<epext:parliamentary_term>7</epext:parliamentary_t
erm> 

 

  epext:legal_instrument 

  values: at-resourcetypes.xsd 

Type of EU legal act (legislative, non-legislative, 
or non-binding act / article 288, TFEU 2008) 
which is intended to be adopted at the end of the 
decision making process. For example, 
regulation, implemented regulation, delegated 
regulation (the same appl ies to directive and 
decision).  

The element is defined as optional because it 
may be not always possible for EP to transmit this 
information. 

Example: 

<epext:legal_instrument>PROP_REG</epext:legal_in
strument> 

 

Commented [CDa18]: This is about report. Should not it be 
postponed in its section?  

Commented [CDa19]: Rules were renumbered a couple of 
times since so 
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  epext:work_initiating 

  @ref 

This is an empty element which contains the ref 
attribute in order to indicate the identifier_work of 
the legal act which initiates the decision making 
process. In most cases it is the proposal of the 
Commission.  

There is always only one initiating document , 
therefore the cardinality has been set to 
maximum occurrences 1.   

Its value will follow the pattern3: 

[prefix]_[year]_[number] 

Example: 

<epext:work_initiating ref="COM_2013_0267"/> 

 

  epext:work_preceding 

  @ref 

This is an empty element which contains the ref 
attribute in order to explicitly link associated 
documents i.e. the text adopted with the report.  

Note that CELLAR creates automatically the bi -
directional relationship. Therefore only the work 
of the text adopted shall contain this element with 
value the identifier_work of the report.  

Example: 

When describing the work of the text adopted 
<cm:type_work>ADOPT_TEXT</cm:type_work> 

the element work_preceding has to be added in 
the ep extension and target the identifier_work of 
the report 

<epext:work_preceding ref="P7_A(2014)0147"/> 

 

                    epext:directory_code 

                    values: at-dir-eu-legal-act.xsd 

Directory code is a classification code for 
documents. This list is managed by OP. The 
element is optional and can appear one or more 
times.  

Note that there is an inconsistency between the 
way EP stores the directory codes (with zero 
padding right) and the way the codes are stored 
in the at-dir-eu-legal-act.xsd (without zero 
padding right).  

EP will have to ensure a transformation of the 
codes in order to be able to transmit valid XML 
instances.  

Example: 

 
directory code stored at EP's system as 

"03502000", in IMMC has to be transmitted as 

"035020" 

Example: 

 
3 This pattern is based on the COMNAT identifier pattern as defined in the CELLAR 

[prefix]_[year]_[number]_FIN[number?]. However EP does not store any information on the versioning of the 

document, therefore will only transmit prefix, year, number and OP will have to add as constant string the "_FIN" 

component. It is not possible also for CELLAR to know the exact version, therefore the actual link will always 

target the final version of the COM document i.e. [prefix]_[year]_[number]_FIN 
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<epext:di rectory_code>035020</epext:di rectory_code> 

 

  epext:eurovoc 

  values: at-eurovoc.xsd 

EuroVoc is a multil ingual, multidisciplinary 
thesaurus covering the activities of the EU. The 
element is optional and can appear one or more 
times.  

Note that there is an inconsistency between the 
way EP stores the eurovoc codes (with zero 
padding left) and the way the codes are stored in 
the eurovoc.xsd (without zero padding left).  

EP will have to ensure a transformation of the 
codes in order to be able to transmit valid XML 
instances.  

Example: 

 
eurovoc code stored at EP's system as "000420", 

in IMMC has to be transmitted as "eurovoc:420"  

<epext:eurovoc>eurovoc:420</epext:eurovoc> 

 

  epext:subject_matter 

  values: at-subject-matter.xsd 

Subject matter is a list of subjects describing the 
content/theme of documents. This list is managed 
by OP. The element is optional and can appear 
one or more times.  

Example: 

<epext:subject_matter>PHYT</epext:subject_matter> 

 

cm:expression 1 expression element shall be used per LV  

cm:language 

values: at-languages.xsd 

Identifies the language of the work at the 
expression level.  

Example: 

<cm:language>ENG</cm:language> 

 

 cm:title 

@lang 

values: at-languages.xsd 

     and 

values: at-multil ingual.xsd 

 

The full, official title of the document will be 
transmitted. The element is defined as a string 
therefore there is no character length limitation 
enforced by the schema. 

Example: 

<cm:tit le lang="ENG">European Parliament legislative 
resolution of 15 April 2014 on the proposal for a 
regulation of the European Parliament and of the 
Council on protective measures against pests of plants 
(COM(2013)0267 – C7-0122/2013 – 
2013/0141(COD))</cm:title> 

 

cm:manifestation EP will transmit only links to documents for the 
preleg workflow.   

cm:reference_manifestation 

@format 

values: at-formats.xsd 

 

@sequence 

Each cm:reference_manifestation element will 
contain the link to a document in a specific LV.  
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The purpose of the attribute "sequence" is to sort 
the documents which make up the same 
manifestation. EP may use this attribute if there 
are the main file and his annex(es). Its default 
value is 1. 

EP will NOT use this attribute since there will be 
only one file containing the main work and its 
annex(es).  

The attribute format has to take the value 
"MSG_HTTP". 

Special care has to be taken by EP and OP 
concerning the "&" character contained in the 
links. As XML does not accept this character as 
such but only when encoded as an entity "&amp;" 
it has to be ensured that:  

EP renders the "&" into "&amp;" when 
transmitting an IMMC XML file and 

OP renders the entity "&amp;" into "&" so that the 
link works properly 

Example: 
 
<cm:manifestation> 
   <cm:reference_manifestation format="MSG_HTTP" 
sequence="1">http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/se
arch/getDocument.htm?reference=P7_TA-
PROV(2014)0382&amp;fragment=FULL&amp;language=EN<
/cm:reference_manifestation> 
</cm:manifestation> 

 

WORK 2 / REPORT  

cm:work  

  cm:type_work 

  values: at-resourcetypes.xsd 

 

REPORT 

Example: 

<cm:type_work>REPORT</cm:type_work> 

 

cm:identifier_work 

 

Identifier_work shall be unique per work and 
consistent throughout all transmissions. The 
identifier_work of the report will be of the type i.e.  
P7_A(2014)0147.  

Example: 

<cm:identif ier_work>P7_A(2014)0147</cm:identif ier_
work> 

 

cm:agent_work 

                      values: at-corporatebodies.xsd  

                        or 

                      values: at‐countries.xsd 

                      @role 

values: at-roles.xsd 

The author of the report will always be the 
European Parliament (code "EP"). This has been 
mainly decided in order to cover the cases where 
there is no author/rapporteur associated to the 
report. 

The role of the agent will be "AUT".  

Example: 

<cm:agent_work role="AUT">EP</cm:agent_work> 

 

Commented [CDa20]: As in PRELEG, except BUD procedures, 
EP would not transmit annexes, no need for this precision. 

Commented [CDa21]: to be verified further with Julia. If 
annexes are transmitted as separated work and referred to using the 
work_related tag, no need to release this “constraint” which is 
actually required by us. 

Formatted: French (France)
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cm:agent_work 

                      values: at-corporatebodies.xsd  

                        or 

                      values: at‐countries.xsd 

                      @role 

values: at-roles.xsd 

The parliamentary committee responsible for the 
report will be transmitted as one more agent of 
the work using the role "CMT_RESP". The 
element with this specific role can be repeated as 
many times as many committees are responsible 
for the report.  

The report will always be issued by at least one 
committee. Even if the rapporteur does not want 
to be associated to the specific report (shadow 
rapporteur) the committee will always be 
transmitted.   

 Example: 

<cm:agent_work 
role="CMT_RESP">EP_AGRI</cm:agent_work> 

or 

 
<cm:agent_work 
role="CMT_RESP">EP_CONT</cm:agent_work> 

<cm:agent_work 
role="CMT_RESP">EP_LIBE</cm:agent_work> 

 

cm:agent_person_work 

                      @role 

values: at-roles.xsd 

When the name of the rapporteur is available, it 
will be transmitted as agent_person_work using 
the role code "RAPP".  

The element is defined as a string, therefore in 
order to ensure that the name is always 
transmitted in the same format (thus create it only 
once in CELLAR),  the following rules shall be 
followed:  

the name of the rapporteur will be transmitted as 
in the example i.e. first name in lower case 
followed by a space and then the surname in 
uppercase.  

The XML instance accepts characters such as  "ê" 
or accent "é", "à", quote in the name, apostrophe 
and hyphen. 

Example: 

<cm:agent_person_work role="RAPP">Hynek 
FAJMON</cm:agent_person_work> 

 

cm:date_work Date when the report was finalised. Its value has 
to be conformant to the format: yyyy ‐mm‐dd. 

Example: 

<cm:date_work>2014-02-27</cm:date_work> 

 

cm:version_work The report will always be transmitted in its 
definitive version, as it is finalised before the text 
adopted is even created.  

The element is defined as a string. The value has 
to be identical with the one in the example.  

Example: 

<cm:version_work>definitive</cm:version_work> 
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               cm:extension  

                @xsi:type "epext:t_work_extension" 

Extension has to be used at the work level for 
indicating the metadata specific to the EP, which 
are not part of the core metadata.  

 

epext:internal_number 
Code associated to the work / identifier_work 
decomposition. Mandatory element when the 
extension xsi:type="epext:t_work_extension" is 
used.  
 
It contains 3 sub-elements:  
 
Prefix: Prefix associated to the work identifier 
(after the corresponding parliamentary term in 
case of TA and A). The prefix helps to identify 
what documents types are used by the Parliament 
within the IMMC context. Although, it has been 
decided that the list of codes cannot be restricted 
and the element has been defined as a string, the 
value expected within the EP preleg workflow for 
the Reports is "A". 
 
Year: corresponds to the year that the document 
has been emitted 
 
Number: Sequential number associated to the 
identifier of the work. 

Example: 
 
<epext:internal_number> 
  <epext:prefix>A</epext:prefix> 
  <epext:year>2014</epext:year> 
  <epext:number>0147</epext:number> 
</epext:internal_number> 

 

  epext:parliamentary_term The value of the element shall contain only the 
number of the parliamentary term e.g. 8 (and not 
P8). 

Example: 

<epext:parliamentary_term>7</epext:parliamentary_t
erm> 

 

  epext:work_preceding 

  @ref 

This is an empty element which contains the ref 
attribute in order to explicitly link the associated 
documents i.e. the report with the opinion(s).  

Note that CELLAR creates automatically the bi -
directional relationship. Therefore only the work 
of the report shall contain this element with value 
the identifier_work of the opinion(s).  

Example: 

When describing the work of the report 
<cm:type_work>REPORT</cm:type_work> 

the element work_preceding has to be added in 
the ep extension and target the identifier_work of 
the opinion(s) 
 
<epext:work_preceding ref="ENVI_AD(2014)521552"/> 

<epext:work_preceding ref="JURI_AL(2014)527960"/> 
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epext:work_related 

@ref 

This is an empty element which contains the ref 
attribute in order to link any works part of a 
generic relationship.  

Within the EP IMMC context, the element will be 
used for linking the report to the minutes of an EP 
Plenary session.  

Its value will be the CELLAR URL of the 
corresponding work published in the Official 
Journal, which semantics are defined as follows: 

http://publications.europa.eu/resource/oj/JOC_2015_1
84_R : URI of the full OJ 

http://publications.europa.eu/resource/oj/JOC_2015_1
84_R_0004: URI of the fourth entry in that OJ  

Since the OJs of the EP are split by day, this means 
that each day can be addressable as depicted in the 
URLS: 
http://publications.europa.eu/resource/oj/JOC_2 015_1
84_R_0001 - f irst day of the session, 
http://publications.europa.eu/resource/oj/JOC_2015_1
84_R_0002- second day of the session etc.  

Example: 

<epext:work_related 
ref="http://publications.europa.eu/resource/oj/JOC_20
15_184_R_0004"/> 

 

                  epext:directory_code 

                  values: at-dir-eu-legal-act.xsd 

Directory code is a classification code for 
documents. This list is managed by OP. The 
element is optional and can appear one or more 
times.  

Note that there is an inconsistency between the 
way EP stores the directory codes (with zero 
padding right) and the way the codes are stored 
in the at-dir-eu-legal-act.xsd (without zero 
padding right).  

EP will have to ensure a transformation of the 
codes in order to be able to transmit valid XML 
instances.  

Example: 

 
directory code stored at EP's system as 

"03502000", in IMMC has to be transmitted as 

"035020" 

Example: 

<epext:directory_code>035020</epext:directory_code
> 

epext:eurovoc 

values: at-eurovoc.xsd 

EuroVoc is a multil ingual, multidisciplinary 
thesaurus covering the activities of the EU. The 
element is optional and can appear one or more 
times.  

Note that there is an inconsistency between the 
way EP stores the eurovoc codes (with zero 
padding left) and the way the codes are stored in 
the eurovoc.xsd (without zero padding left).  

EP will have to ensure a transformation of the 
codes in order to be able to transmit valid XML 
instances.  

Example: 
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eurovoc code stored at EP's system as "000420", 

in IMMC has to be transmitted as "eurovoc:420"  

<epext:eurovoc>eurovoc:420</epext:eurovoc> 

 

epext:subject_matter 

values: at-subject-matter.xsd 

Subject matter is a list of subjects describing the 
content/theme of documents. This list is managed 
by OP. The element is optional and can appear 
one or more times.  

Example: 

<epext:subject_matter>PHYT</epext:subject_matter> 

 

               cm:extension  

                @xsi:type 

                "t_work_committee_extension" 

 

Extension has to be used at the work level for 
indicating the metadata specific to an EP 
committee.  

 

epext:committee 

@code 

values: at-corporatebodies.xsd 

Parent element for each committee providing 
information for its coded name, the rapporteur 
who is associated to it and the order in which it 
has to be displayed to the final user.  

It can appear one or more times (when the 
extension is used) depending on the number of 
committees responsible for the report.   

 
It currently contains 2 sub-elements:  
 
Rapporteur: associates the name of the 
rapporteur to the committee he/she belongs to. 
The element may not occur at all when there is 
no rapporteur associated to the report and can be 
repeatable several times in the scenario that 
more than one rapporteurs of the same committee 
are associated to the report.  
 
Order: indicates the protocol order in which a 
committee shall be displayed to users. The value 
of the element shall contain, in two digits, only 
the number of the order i.e. 01 for a committee 
which shall be ranked first, 02 for a committee 
which shall be ranked second etc .  

Example: 
 
<epext:committee code="EP_ENVI"> 
  <epext:rapporteur>Oreste ROSSI</epext:rapporteur> 
  <epext:order>01</epext:order> 
</epext:committee> 
 
<epext:committee code="EP_AGRI"> 
  <epext:rapporteur>Hynek FAJMON</epext:rapporteur> 
  <epext:order>02</epext:order> 
</epext:committee>  

 

cm:expression 1 expression element shall be used per LV  

cm:language 

values: at-languages.xsd 

Identifies the language of the work at the 
expression level.  

Example: 

Formatted: French (France)

Formatted: French (France)

Formatted: French (France)
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<cm:language>ENG</cm:language> 

 

 cm:title 

@lang 

values: at-languages.xsd 

     and 

values: at-multil ingual.xsd 

 

The full, official title of the document will be 
transmitted. The element is defined as a string 
therefore there is no character length limitation 
enforced by the schema. 

Example: 

<cm:tit le lang="ENG">Report on the proposal for a 
regulation of the European Parliament and of the 
Council on protective measures against pests of plants 
(COM(2013)0267 – C7 0122/2013 – 
2013/0141(COD))</cm:title> 

 

cm:manifestation EP will transmit only links to documents for the 
preleg workflow.   

cm:reference_manifestation 

@format 

values: at-formats.xsd 

 

@sequence 

Each cm:reference_manifestation element will 
contain the link to a document in a specific LV.  

The purpose of the attribute "sequence" is to sort 
the documents which make up the same 
manifestation. EP may use this attribute if there 
are the main file and his annex(es).. Its default 
value is 1.  

EP will NOT use this attribute since there will be 
only one file containing the main work and its 
annex(es).  

The attribute format has to take the value 
"MSG_HTTP". 

Special care has to be taken by EP and OP 
concerning the "&" character contained in the 
links. As XML does not accept this character as 
such but only when encoded as an entity "&amp;" 
it has to be ensured that:  

EP renders the "&" into "&amp;" when 
transmitting an IMMC XML file and 

OP renders the entity "&amp;" into "&" so that the 
link works properly 

Example: 
 
<cm:manifestation> 
   <cm:reference_manifestation format="MSG_HTTP" 
sequence="1">http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/se
arch/getDocument.htm?reference=P7_A(2014)0147&amp;frag
ment=FULL&amp;language=EN</cm:reference_manifestation> 

</cm:manifestation> 

 

WORK 3 / OPINION(s)  

cm:work  

  cm:type_work 

  values: at-resourcetypes.xsd 

 

OPIN  

(the same type of work for all types of opinions) 

Example: 

<cm:type_work>OPIN</cm:type_work> 

 

Formatted: Danish

Commented [MH22]: Following Lotte comments for OJ. 

Commented [CDa23R22]: Not applicable to this type of 
document 

Formatted: French (France)
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cm:identifier_work Identifier_work shall be unique per work and 
consistent throughout all transmissions. The 
identifier_work of the opinion begins with the 
committee acronym and has the type i.e.  
ENVI_AD(2014)521552.  

Example: 

<cm:identif ier_work>ENVI_AD(2014)521552</cm:iden
tif ier_work> 

 

cm:agent_work 

                      values: at-corporatebodies.xsd  

                        or 

                      values: at‐countries.xsd 

                      @role 

values: at-roles.xsd 

 

The author of the opinion will always be the 
European Parliament (code "EP").  

The role of the agent will be "AUT".  

Example: 

<cm:agent_work role="AUT">EP</cm:agent_work> 

 

cm:agent_work 

                      values: at-corporatebodies.xsd  

                        or 

                      values: at‐countries.xsd 

                      @role 

values: at-roles.xsd 

 

The committee of the opinion will be transmitted 
as one more agent of the work using the role code 
"CMT_OPIN".  

The element with this specific role can be 
repeated as many times as many committees 
exist for an opinion.  

Example: 

<cm:agent_work 
role="CMT_OPIN">EP_ENVI</cm:agent_work> 

 

cm:agent_person_work 

                      @role 

values: at-roles.xsd 

 

When the name of the rapporteur of the opinion 
is available, it will be transmitted as 
agent_person_work using the role code 
"RAPP_OPIN".  

The element is defined as a string, therefore in 
order to ensure that the name is always 
transmitted in the same format (thus create it only 
once in CELLAR),  the following rules shall be 
followed:  

the name of the rapporteur will be transmitted as 
in the example i.e. first name in lower case 
followed by a space and then the surname in 
uppercase.  

The XML instance accepts characters such as "ê" 
or accent "é", "à", quote in the name, apostrophe 
and hyphen. 

Example: 

<cm:agent_person_work role="RAPP_OPIN">Oreste 
ROSSI</cm:agent_person_work> 

 

cm:date_work Date when the opinion was finalised. Its value has 
to be conformant to the format: yyyy ‐mm‐dd. 

Example: 

<cm:date_work>2014-01-28</cm:date_work> 
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cm:version_work The opinion will always be transmitted in its 
definitive version, as it is finalised before the text 
adopted is even created.  

The element is defined as a string. The value has 
to be identical with the one in the example. 

Example: 

<cm:version_work>definitive</cm:version_work> 

 

               cm:extension  

                @xsi:type "epext:t_work_extension" 

Extension has to be used at the work level for 
indicating the metadata specific to the EP, which 
are not part of the core metadata.  

 

   epext:internal_number 
Code associated to the work / identifier_work 
decomposition. Mandatory element when the 
extension xsi:type="epext:t_work_extension" is 
used.  
 
It contains 3 sub-elements:  
 
Prefix: Prefix associated to the work identifier 
(after the corresponding parliamentary term in 
case of TA and A). The prefix helps to identify 
what documents types are used by the Parliament 
within the IMMC context. Although, it has been 
decided that the list of codes cannot be restricted 
and the element has been defined as a string, the 
value expected within the EP preleg workflow for 
the Opinion(s) are "AD" (Opinions) and "AL" 
(Opinions in letter form). 
 
Year: corresponds to the year that the document 
has been emitted. 
 
Number: Number associated to the identifier of 
the work. 

Examples: 
 
<epext:internal_number> 
  <epext:prefix>AD</epext:prefix> 
  <epext:year>2014</epext:year>           
<epext:number>521552</epext:number> 
</epext:internal_number> 
 
<epext:internal_number> 
  <epext:prefix>AL</epext:prefix> 
  <epext:year>2014</epext:year> 
<epext:number>527960</epext:number> 
</epext:internal_number> 

 

                     epext:directory_code 

                     values: at-dir-eu-legal-act.xsd 

Directory code is a classification code for 
documents. This list is managed by OP. The 
element is optional and can appear one or more 
times.  

Note that there is an inconsistency between the 
way EP stores the directory codes (with zero 
padding right) and the way the codes are stored 
in the at-dir-eu-legal-act.xsd (without zero 
padding right).  

EP will have to ensure a transformation of the 
codes in order to be able to transmit valid XML 
instances.  
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Example: 

 
directory code stored at EP's system as 

"03502000", in IMMC has to be transmitted as 

"035020" 

Example: 

<epext:directory_code>035020</epext:directory_code
> 

 

   epext:eurovoc 

   values: at-eurovoc.xsd 

EuroVoc is a multil ingual, multidisciplinary 
thesaurus covering the activities of the EU. The 
element is optional and can appear one or more 
times.  

Note that there is an inconsistency between the 
way EP stores the eurovoc codes (with zero 
padding left) and the way the codes are stored in 
the eurovoc.xsd (without zero padding left).  

EP will have to ensure a transformation of the 
codes in order to be able to transmit valid XML 
instances.  

Example: 

 
eurovoc code stored at EP's system as "000420", 

in IMMC has to be transmitted as "eurovoc:420"  

<epext:eurovoc>eurovoc:420</epext:eurovoc> 

 

   epext:subject_matter 

   values: at-subject-matter.xsd 

Subject matter is a list of subjects describing the 
content/theme of documents. This list is managed 
by OP. The element is optional and can appear 
one or more times.  

Example: 

<epext:subject_matter>PHYT</epext:subject_matter> 

 

               cm:extension  

                @xsi:type 

                "t_work_committee_extension" 

 

Extension has to be used at the work level for 
indicating the metadata specific to an EP 
committee.  

 

epext:committee 

@code 

values: at-corporatebodies.xsd 

Parent element for each committee providing 
information for its coded name, the rapporteur 
who is associated to it and the order in which it 
has to be displayed to the final user.  

The code attribute takes values from the AT at ‐
corporatebodies.xsd.  

It can appear one or more times (when the 
extension is used) depending on the number of 
committees of an opinion.   

 
It currently contains 2 sub-elements:  
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Rapporteur: associates the name of the 
rapporteur to the committee he/she belongs to. 
The element may not occur at all when there is 
no rapporteur name associated to the report and 
can be repeatable several times in the scenario 
that more than one rapporteurs of the same 
committee are associated to the report. 
 
Order: indicates the protocol order in which a 
committee shall be displayed to users. The value 
of the element shall contain, in two digits, only 
the number of the order i.e. 01 for a committee 
which shall be ranked first, 02 for a commit tee 
which shall be ranked second etc .  

Example: 
 
<epext:committee code="EP_ENVI"> 
  <epext:rapporteur>Oreste ROSSI</epext:rapporteur> 
  <epext:order>01</epext:order> 
</epext:committee> 
 
<epext:committee code="EP_AGRI"> 
  <epext:rapporteur>Hynek FAJMON</epext:rapporteur> 
  <epext:order>02</epext:order> 
</epext:committee>  

 

cm:expression 1 expression element shall be used per LV  

cm:language 

values: at-languages.xsd 

Identifies the language of the work at the 
expression level.  

Example: 

<cm:language>ENG</cm:language> 

 

 cm:title 

@lang 

values: at-languages.xsd 

     and 

values: at-multil ingual.xsd 

 

The full, official title of the document will be 
transmitted. The element is defined as a string 
therefore there is no character length limitation 
enforced by the schema. 

Example: 
 
<cm:title lang="ENG">Opinion of the Committee on the 
Environment, Public Health and Food Safety for the Committee 
on Agriculture and Rural Development on the Proposal for a 
regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on 
protective measures against pests of plants (COM(2013)0267 – 
C7 0122/2013 – 2013/0141(COD))</cm:title> 

 

cm:manifestation EP will transmit only links to documents for the 
preleg workflow.   

cm:reference_manifestation 

@format 

values: at-formats.xsd 

 

@sequence 

Each cm:reference_manifestation element will 
contain the link to a document in a specific LV.  

The purpose of the attribute "sequence" is to sort 
the documents which make up the same 
manifestation.  EP may use this attribute if there 
are the main file and his annex(es).  

EP will NOT use this attribute since there will be 
only one file containing the main work and its 
annex(es).  Its default value is 1. 

The attribute format has to take the value 
"MSG_HTTP". 
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Special care has to be taken by EP and OP 
concerning the "&" character contained in the 
links. As XML does not accept this character as 
such but only when encoded as an entity "&amp;" 
it has to be ensured that:  

EP renders the "&" into "&amp;" when 
transmitting an IMMC XML file and 

OP renders the entity "&amp;" into "&" so that the 
link works properly 

Example: 
 
<cm:manifestation> 
   <cm:reference_manifestation format="MSG_HTTP" 
sequence="1">http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/se
arch/getDocument.htm?reference=ENVI_AD(2014)521552&a
mp;fragment=FULL&amp;language=EN</cm:reference_manifest

ation> 

</cm:manifestation> 

 

PUBLICATION INSTRUCTIONS 

            cm:extension  

             @xsi:type 

             "pbl:t_publication_request_extension " 

Mandatory extension. To be used in order to 
indicate the publication instructions.   

                      pbl:publication_request Since EP will transmit all works in a single IMMC 
transmission the element will appear only once.  
 
For the preleg workflow it shall contain the 
following sub-elements:  
 

cm:work_ref: mandatory and repeatable element 
which shall contain the identifier_work  of every 
work which is transmitted within a single IMMC 
transmission file and the sender requests the OP 
to publish/diffuse it on EUR-LEX. 

 
If only one or more works are referenced but not 
all of them, then the non-referenced works will be 
ignored and excluded from the publication 
process. 
 
pbl:to_be_published_in_oj: it shall always be 
set to "false" in the preleg workflow. 
 
pbl:diffusion_eurlex: it shall always be set to 
"true" in the preleg workflow. This value indicates 
that the documents will be immediately 
disseminated in the legislative procedures part of 
EUR-LEX after reception. If EP transmits 
diffusion-eurlex="false" in the preleg workflow, 
this shall be considered an error and result to a 
rejection to be checked with EP. 
  

Example: 

4 works are transmitted in the IMMC file and the 
sender requests that all 4 works are diffused on 
EUR-LEX immediately after reception at OP: 
 
<pbl:publication_request> 
  <cm:work_ref ref="P7_TA(2014)0382"/> 
  <cm:work_ref ref="P7_A(2014)0147"/> 
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  <cm:work_ref ref="ENVI_AD(2014)521552"/> 
  <cm:work_ref ref="JURI_AL(2014)527960"/> 
  <pbl:to_be_published_in_oj>false</pbl:to_be_published_in_oj> 
  <pbl:diffusion_eurlex>true</pbl:diffusion_eurlex> 
</pbl:publication_request> 
 

 

OJ: elements applicable only to this type of transmission 

 

All the elements and their values shall be identical to the PRELEG transmission. The only differences 

are listed below: 

 

cm:expression 1 expression element shall be used per LV  

cm:language 

values: at-languages.xsd 

Identifies the language of the work at the 
expression level.  

Example: 

<cm:language>ENG</cm:language> 

 

 cm:title 

@lang 

values: at-languages.xsd 

     and 

values: at-multil ingual.xsd 

 

In the OJ context, in a first step, it shall contain 
all the relevant titles concatenated and 
transmitted as one title forming the value of the 
element "cm:title".  

Example: 

<cm:tit le lang="ENG">Protective measures against 
pests of plants ***I European Parliament legislative 
resolution of 15 April 2014 on the proposal for a 
regulation of the European Parliament and of the 
Council on protective measures against pests of plants 
(COM(2013)0267 – C7-0122/2013 – 
2013/0141(COD)))</cm:tit le> 

Example for TA + TC document:  

<cm:tit le lang="ENG">P8_TA(2016)0296  

Emission limits for non-road mobile machinery ***I  

European Parliament legislative resolution of 5 July 
2016 on the proposal for a regulation of the European 
Parliament and of the Council on requirements relating 
to emission limits and type-approval for internal 
combustion engines for non-road mobile machinery 
(COM(2014)0581 – C8-0168/2014 – 2014/0268(COD)) 

P8_TC1-COD(2014)0268 

Position of the European Parliament adopted at first 
reading on 5 July 2016 with a view to the adoption of 
Regulation (EU) 2016/... of the European Parliament 
and of the Council on requirements relating to gaseous 
and particulate pollutant emission limits and type -
approval for internal combustion engines for non-road 
mobile machinery, amending Regulations (EU) No 
1024/2012 and (EU) No 167/2013, and amending and 
repealing Directive 97/68/EC)))</cm:tit le> 

 

cm:manifestation A separate cm:manifestation element shall be 
trasmittedtransmitted for each format in which a 
document of a specific LV is available.  
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cm:reference_manifestation 

@format 

values: at-formats.xsd 

 

@sequence 

The cm:reference_manifestation element shall 
contain the filename reference of the document in 
a specific LV.  

IF there is a document with his annex (es), the 
attribute cm:reference_manifestation is repeated 
with the filename of the main document and the 
filename of the annexes for every LV. 

The attribute "format" must correspond to the 
document's format., currently "DOC".", “DOCX” or 
“XML” . 

The attribute "sequence" is optional and used to 
sort the documents which make up the same 
manifestation. EP may NOT use this attribute  if 
there are the main file and his annex(es). since 
there will be only one file containing the main 
work and its annex(es).  Its default value is 1.  

The attribute "page_count" is optional in the 
schema but it must be used in order to indicate 
the total number of pages of the document . This 
information is required for production purposes. 

Example: 
 
<cm:manifestation> 
<cm:reference_manifestation format="DOCX" sequence="1" 
page_count="2">P8_TA(2015)0001_EN.doc</cm:reference_m
anifestation> 
</cm:manifestation> 

PUBLICATION INSTRUCTIONS 

            cm:extension  

             @xsi:type 

             "pbl:t_publication_request_extension " 

Mandatory extension. To be used in order to 
indicate the publication instructions.   

                      pbl:publication_request 
The element shall  contain, for the OJ workflow, 
the following sub-elements:  
 

cm:work_ref: mandatory and repeatable element 
which shall contain the identifier_work  of every 
work which is transmitted within a single IMMC 
transmission file and the sender requests the OP 
to publish/diffuse it on EUR-LEX. 
 
pbl:to_be_published_in_oj: it shall always be 
set to "true". 
 

pbl:series: Series of the OJ. Authorised values: 
L, C. 
 
pbl:heading: Heading in the OJ. Authorised 
values: I, II, III, IV, V. 
 
pbl:diffusion_eurlex: it shall always be set to 
"false". If EP transmits diffusion-eurlex="true" in 
the OJ workflow, this shall be considered an error 
and result to a rejection to be checked with EP.  
  

Example: 
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1 work is transmitted in the IMMC file and the 
sender requests that it is published in the OJ C 
under heading III "Preparatory acts" . The 
document shall be diffused on EUR-LEX only 
following its publication in the OJ: 
 
<pbl:publication_request> 
 <cm:work_ref ref="P8_TA(2015)0001"/> 
 <pbl:to_be_published_in_oj>true</pbl:to_be_published_in_oj> 
 <pbl:series>C</pbl:series> 
 <pbl:heading>III</pbl:heading> 
 <pbl:diffusion_eurlex>false</pbl:diffusion_eurlex> 
</pbl:publication_request> 
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OJ: NOTICE_READER 

               cm:work  

                cm:type_work 

                values: at-resourcetypes.xsd 

 

Its value shall indicate the type of the work 
(document) being transmitted. In this 
transmission the value shall be fixed to 
"NOTICE_READER".  

This work shall be transmitted at the end, once 
all the works which belong to the same session 
transmission to a single JO have been 
transmitted (usually a JO contains a single 
plenary session of the EP). 

Example: 

<cm:type_work>NOTICE_READER</cm:type_work> 

 

                cm:identifier_work Every work shall have a unique identifier. The 
sender has to ensure its uniqueness.  

Example: 

<cm:ident i f ier_work>EP-OJ-TA-2015-01A</cm: ident i f ier_work>  

                cm:agent_work 

                values: at-corporatebodies.xsd  

                or 

                values: at‐countries.xsd 

                @role 

                values: at-roles.xsd 

The only agent which has to be transmitted is the 
European Parliament (code "EP"). The role of the 
agent shall be "AUT".  

Example: 

<cm:agent_work role="AUT">EP</cm:agent_work> 

 

                cm:date_work Start date of the plenary session. Its value has to 
be conformant to the format: yyyy ‐mm‐dd. 

Example: 

<cm:date_work>2015-01-13</cm:date_work> 

 

                cm:version_work Its value shall be set to "definitive".  

The element is defined as a string. The value has 
to be identical to the one in the example. 

Example: 

<cm:version_work>definitive</cm:version_work> 

 

cm:expression 1 expression element shall be used per LV  

cm:language 

values: at-languages.xsd 

Identifies the language of the work at the 
expression level.  

Example: 

<cm:language>ENG</cm:language> 

 

 cm:title 

@lang 

values: at-languages.xsd 

     and 

values: at-multil ingual.xsd 

The value of the element shall contain the title of 
the plenary sessionNotice Reader [LV].  

Example: 

<cm:tit le lang="ENG">Notice Reader EN</cm:title> 

<cm:tit le lang="FRA">Notice Reader FR</cm:tit le> 

 

Commented [CDa32]: What happens if we send 2 plenaries 
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cm:manifestation A separate cm:manifestation element shall be 
trasmitted for each format in which a document of 
a specific LV is available. 

cm:reference_manifestation 

@format 

values: at-formats.xsd 

 

 

The cm:reference_manifestation element shall 
contain the filename reference of the document.  

The attribute format has to take the value "XML". 

Example: 
 
<cm:manifestation> 
   <cm:reference_manifestation 
     format="XML"> EP-OJ-TA-2015-01A-
noticeReader_EN.xml</cm:reference_manifestation> 
</cm:manifestation> 

PUBLICATION INSTRUCTIONS 

            cm:extension  

             @xsi:type 

             "pbl:t_publication_request_extension " 

Mandatory extension. To be used in order to 
indicate the publication instructions.   

                      pbl:publication_request 
The element shall  contain, for the OJ workflow, 
the following sub-elements:  
 

cm:work_ref: mandatory and repeatable element 
which shall contain the identifier_work  of every 
work which is transmitted within a single IMMC 
transmission file and the sender requests the OP 
to publish/diffuse it on EUR-LEX. 
 
pbl:to_be_published_in_oj: it shall always be 
set to "true". 
 

pbl:series: Series of the OJ. Authorised values: 
L, C. 
 
pbl:diffusion_eurlex: it shall always be set to 
"false". If EP transmits diffusion-eurlex="true" in 
the OJ workflow, this shall be considered an error 
and result to a rejection to be checked with EP. 
 
pbl:associate: the element is used in order to 
link the work "NOTICE_READER" to the works 
that have been previously been transmitted to OP 
and have to be published in the same OJ.  
 
The attribute and the element values shall be 
fil led in according to the following rules:  
 
"target": contains the identifier_work of the 
"NOTICE_READER" work 
"associate": contains the identifier_work of the 
associated works previously transmitted (text 
adopted)   
  

Example: 
 

<pbl:publication_request> 
<cm:work_ref ref="EP-OJ-TA-2015-01A"/>
<pbl:to_be_published_in_oj>true</pbl:to_be_published
_in_oj> 
<pbl:series>C</pbl:series> 
<pbl:diffusion_eurlex>false</pbl:diffusion_eurlex> 
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<pbl:associate target="EP-OJ-TA-2015-
01A">P8_TA(2015)0001</pbl:associate> 
<pbl:associate target="EP-OJ-TA-2015-
01A">P8_TA(2015)0002</pbl:associate> 
<pbl:associate target="EP-OJ-TA-2015-
01A">P8_TA(2015)0003</pbl:associate> 
<pbl:associate target="EP-OJ-TA-2015-
01A">P8_TA(2015)0004</pbl:associate> 
<pbl:associate target="EP-OJ-TA-2015-
01A">P8_TA(2015)0005</pbl:associate> 
<pbl:associate target="EP-OJ-TA-2015-
01A">P8_TA(2015)0006</pbl:associate> 
<pbl:associate target="EP-OJ-TA-2015-
01A">P8_TA(2015)0007</pbl:associate> 
<pbl:associate target="EP-OJ-TA-2015-
01A">P8_TA(2015)0008</pbl:associate> 
<pbl:associate target="EP-OJ-TA-2015-
01A">P8_TA(2015)0009</pbl:associate> 
<pbl:associate target="EP-OJ-TA-2015-
01A">P8_TA(2015)0010</pbl:associate> 
<pbl:associate target="EP-OJ-TA-2015-
01A">P8_TA(2015)0011</pbl:associate> 
<pbl:associate target="EP-OJ-TA-2015-
01A">P8_TA(2015)0012</pbl:associate> 
<pbl:associate target="EP-OJ-TA-2015-
01A">P8_TA(2015)0013</pbl:associate> 
<pbl:associate target="EP-OJ-TA-2015-
01A">P8_TA(2015)0014</pbl:associate> 
</pbl:publication_request> 
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Annex 1: Synoptic table of IMMC transmissions 
 

  

IMMC transmissions from EP to OP 

PRELEGISLATIVE PROCEDURE OJ PUBLICATION 

 

T41: provisional 

 

T2: definitive                          T3: OJ version 

Text adopted 

(1…1 work) 

Report 

(0…1 work) 

Opinion 

(0…* works) 

Text adopted 

(1…1 work) 

Report 

(0…1 work) 

Opinion 

(0…* works) 

Text adopted 

(1…1 work) 

23/24 LVs 23/24 LVs  23/24 LVs  23/24 LVs 23/24 LVs 23/24 LVs 23/24 LVs 

event/work_ref        

identifier_work 
P7_TA(2014)0382 P7_A(2014)0147 ENVI_AD(2014)521552 P7_TA(2014)0382 P7_A(2014)0147 ENVI_AD(2014)521552 P7_TA(2014)0382 

version_work provisional definitive definitive definitive definitive definitive definitive 

to_be_published_in_

oj FALSE FALSE  FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE 

diffusion-eurlex5 TRUE TRUE  TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE 

manifestations http://www.europa

rl.europa.eu/Regi

streWeb/search/g

etDocument.htm?

reference=P7_TA

-

PROV(2014)0382

&fragment=FULL

&language=EN 

a link for each LV 

http://www.eur

oparl.europa.e

u/RegistreWeb/

search/getDoc

ument.htm?ref

erence=P7_A(

2014)0147&fra

gment=FULL&l

anguage=EN  

a link for each LV  

http://www.europarl.

europa.eu/Registre

Web/search/getDoc

ument.htm?referenc

e=ENVI_AD(2014)5

21552&fragment=F

ULL&language=EN 

a link for each LV 

http://www.euro

parl.europa.eu/

RegistreWeb/s

earch/getDocu

ment.htm?refer

ence=P7_TA(2

014)0382&frag

ment=FULL&la

nguage=EN 

a link for each LV 

http://www.euro

parl.europa.eu/

RegistreWeb/s

earch/getDocu

ment.htm?refer

ence=P7_A(20

14)0147&fragm

ent=FULL&lang

uage=EN  

a link for each LV 

http://www.europarl.

europa.eu/Registre

Web/search/getDoc

ument.htm?referenc

e=ENVI_AD(2014)5

21552&fragment=F

ULL&language=EN 

a link for each LV 

DOC files 

a file for each LV 

versioning Major version 1 

 

Major version 2 

 

Major version 3 

 

The example is part of the procedure: 2013/0141(COD) 

  

 
4 T = separate IMMC transmission. 

5 When diffusion_eurlex="false" means that the work and its corresponding metadata will NOT be displayed 

immediately after reception on EUR-LEX, but only after the publication in the OJ, as usual. 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/search/getDocument.htm?reference=P7_TA-PROV(2014)0382&fragment=FULL&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/search/getDocument.htm?reference=P7_TA-PROV(2014)0382&fragment=FULL&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/search/getDocument.htm?reference=P7_TA-PROV(2014)0382&fragment=FULL&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/search/getDocument.htm?reference=P7_TA-PROV(2014)0382&fragment=FULL&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/search/getDocument.htm?reference=P7_TA-PROV(2014)0382&fragment=FULL&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/search/getDocument.htm?reference=P7_TA-PROV(2014)0382&fragment=FULL&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/search/getDocument.htm?reference=P7_TA-PROV(2014)0382&fragment=FULL&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/search/getDocument.htm?reference=P7_TA-PROV(2014)0382&fragment=FULL&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/search/getDocument.htm?reference=P7_TA-PROV(2014)0382&fragment=FULL&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/search/getDocument.htm?reference=P7_A(2014)0147&fragment=FULL&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/search/getDocument.htm?reference=P7_A(2014)0147&fragment=FULL&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/search/getDocument.htm?reference=P7_A(2014)0147&fragment=FULL&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/search/getDocument.htm?reference=P7_A(2014)0147&fragment=FULL&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/search/getDocument.htm?reference=P7_A(2014)0147&fragment=FULL&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/search/getDocument.htm?reference=P7_A(2014)0147&fragment=FULL&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/search/getDocument.htm?reference=P7_A(2014)0147&fragment=FULL&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/search/getDocument.htm?reference=P7_A(2014)0147&fragment=FULL&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/search/getDocument.htm?reference=P7_A(2014)0147&fragment=FULL&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/search/getDocument.htm?reference=ENVI_AD(2014)521552&fragment=FULL&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/search/getDocument.htm?reference=ENVI_AD(2014)521552&fragment=FULL&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/search/getDocument.htm?reference=ENVI_AD(2014)521552&fragment=FULL&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/search/getDocument.htm?reference=ENVI_AD(2014)521552&fragment=FULL&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/search/getDocument.htm?reference=ENVI_AD(2014)521552&fragment=FULL&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/search/getDocument.htm?reference=ENVI_AD(2014)521552&fragment=FULL&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/search/getDocument.htm?reference=ENVI_AD(2014)521552&fragment=FULL&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/search/getDocument.htm?reference=P7_TA(2014)0382&fragment=FULL&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/search/getDocument.htm?reference=P7_TA(2014)0382&fragment=FULL&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/search/getDocument.htm?reference=P7_TA(2014)0382&fragment=FULL&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/search/getDocument.htm?reference=P7_TA(2014)0382&fragment=FULL&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/search/getDocument.htm?reference=P7_TA(2014)0382&fragment=FULL&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/search/getDocument.htm?reference=P7_TA(2014)0382&fragment=FULL&language=EN
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